Michelangelo
Design: The Creative Group
Codice: Michelangelo
A new item designed for the living area to take all the equipment
connected with home-entertainment. The drawers, running on
metal rails that will bear the heaviest load, can be equipped with
a CD / DVD rack also in solid wood. The two standard central
drawers (also available with a glass front) have a tilt-out front
giving easier access to the various electrical components inside
(DVD player, decoder etc.) Available in all the woods and in a
special version in scented cedar (in the picture).

Measures H. 60 cm. L. 285 - P. 60
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All the articles illustrated in this catalogue are available in as many as our
different types of wood certified American plantation: cherry, maple, oak
and walnut. On request teak, cedarwood and larch can also be supplied.
The finish is obtained applying our traditional treatment using vegetable
oil, materials that do not damage health and help bring out the beauty of
the wood grain with all its natural splendour. Variation in colour should be
Maintenance Kit:
The finish is obtained applying our traditional treatment using wax and
natural oils, materials that do not damage health and help bring out the
beauty of the wood grain with all its natural splendour.
The variety of colour tones in the wood is one of its qualities, indicating
that it is a natural material without colourants or artificial additives.
Furthermore, every product is supplied with a maintenance kit and a
product chart certifying its technical characteristics and its origin as a
product “made in Italy”.
Product maintenance must always be carried out using exclusively the kit
supplied and avoiding harsh or abrasive materials. Wood is a living
material and our trademark finish of vegetable oil and beeswax helps the
wood to “breathe” and to “move” naturally.
It is easy to look after RIVA 1920’s wooden furniture: just restore the finish
using our maintenance kit whenever necessary.
As distinct from furniture treated with chemical-based coatings, the finish
of our furniture can be regenerated even after years or long periods of
disuse, restoring it to its original look.
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